
To Fukushima Prefectural governor to the Prime Minister 

 

[Request to defend children in Fukushima from radiation] 

 

A large amount of Fukushima Prefecture soils were covered with the radioactive substance to which the 

influence on the human body had not been completely clarified by the trouble of the first nuclear power 

plant in Fukushima where the edge was originated in a East Japan great earthquake on March 11, 2011.  

20-kilo category and 30-kilo category are specified for the shelter district and the premeditated shelter 

district by the country respectively promptly corresponding, and the specification of shelter has been 

advanced furthermore in Fukushima Prefecture and the country according to the fact.  

Moreover, it has tried to develop various measures of radiation protection as Prof. Toshikazu Yamashita is 

appointed to the adviser in the prefecture, and to secure Fukushima inhabitants of the prefecture's safety 

and safety in the prefecture.  

However, the standard of the premeditated shelter district is 20mSv? that is basic of radiation protection in 

Fukushima Prefecture. It is set to/year, and it will give birth to children in children and the future and the 

standard value that has been specified for the shelter district up to now is necessarily set to a sky-scraping 

figure not necessarily safe for the people who try to raise it.  

As for the accident of the nuclear plant in Chernobyl that occurs in old Soviet federation, the influence on 

the human body is not clarified, and the region where 5mSv is exceeded during year is a forced displacement. 

Moreover, the attack rate of cancer and the leukemia of the person who kept receiving the exposure of a low 

dose is places assumed for a significant difference to be seen compared with a person not so on the boundary 

of 10mSv/year though the causal relation cannot be proven even by the result of the survey in research 

laboratories that receive the consignment from the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and 

Technology.  

Therefore, to learn to a past history immediately, and to secure the safety of safety and parents of children 

who reside in Fukushima Prefecture, I will demand the thing being developed for take a measure the 

following in the country.  
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Note 

・Thing that standard of 20mSv that is standard of premeditated shelter district/year is immediately 

estimated that receptivity to radiation is four times adult (The grade-schooler is twice) to assume the 

standard put together on young subjects, and to make the environment to which children take shelter 

easily? 

Thing to give further support to people to whom it is independently taken shelter to secure children's 

safety even if residing to radiological threat in 30-kilo out of the sphere now? 

The radiation exists a constant risk, and include the present adviser's such as Toshikazu Yamashita 

dismissal, elect the adviser who has wide discernment, and do the attention rousing of the awareness of 

crisis management necessary for the Fukushima inhabitants of the prefecture because the Fukushima 

inhabitants of the prefecture has a well-known [suru] necessity.  

・The country completely supports the health care investigation that will be done in the future on the 

assumption of the thing to preserve the whole prefecture people's health. Thing to set up check 

organization by third party when execution, urine test, and blood test etc. of thyroid echo that 

contributes to earlier detection of thyroid cancer to which appearance of disease is doubted are done to 

the whole prefecture people object, and it undertakes the execution 

・Set up a unified decision-making machinery that exceeds the frame of an existing ministry to do the setting 

and the information disclosure of the standard promptly for radiation protection. Execute it by the system 

that not only Japan but also an international standard is taken at this.  

 

This concludes my report.  

Children first 

 

For the country and the prefecture to keep to children's future, we submit the above-mentioned demand.  

This demand is children. Children independently judge and it participates in the signature activity. 
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